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FRENCH WALNUT 19TH CENTURY BERGÈRE CHAIRS WITH CARVED ARMS
AND ZEBRA UPHOLSTERY, A PAIR

$18,000
A pair of French Louis Philippe style walnut bergère chairs from the 19th century with scrolling arms, carved front legs and

zebra print upholstery. This splendid pair of French Louis Philippe style walnut bergère chairs, dating back to the 19th century,
effortlessly blend classic elegance with contemporary flair. Their timeless design makes them a versatile and stylish addition to

any interior. The first striking feature is the scrolling arms, which provide not only comfort but also a graceful, flowing
silhouette. These chairs are a harmonious fusion of form and function. The carved front legs add a touch of traditional

craftsmanship, showcasing the attention to detail typical of the Louis Philippe style. Their unique zebra print upholstery adds a
bold and modern twist to their classic design. The contrast between the rich walnut wood and the striking zebra pattern creates
a captivating visual impact, making these chairs an eye-catching focal point in any room. With a comfortable seat height of 18.5

inches, these bergère chairs are perfect for both relaxation and conversation. Place them in your living room as statement pieces
or in a reading nook where you can curl up with a good book. The juxtaposition of classic form and contemporary upholstery
makes these chairs a conversation starter, blending seamlessly into a wide range of design styles. Whether your home boasts
traditional, eclectic, or even minimalist decor, these Louis Philippe style bergère chairs will make a stylish and comfortable

addition.

Height: 36 in (91.44 cm)

Width: 24 in (60.96 cm)

Depth: 28 in (71.12 cm)

Seat Height: 18.5 in (46.99 cm)

SKU: A 4797
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